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"In the Mystery of the Genome Cornell University researct

John Sanford lifts the rug to see what evolutionary the(

has swept under it. He shows that, not only does Darwini;

not have answers for how information got into the genome
doesn't even have answers for how it could remain there."

John & Helen Sanford

Dr. Michael Behe, Biochemist: Professor of Biological Sciences. Let
University; well known author of "Darwin's Black Box".

"The Mystery of the Genome is a brilliant expose of the un-reality of the Primary Axiom
is written in a challenging style, yet is accessible to non-specialists having some minir
background in biology. At the same time, it has sufficient substance and documentat
to cause the most highly trained biologist to rethink, in a serious way, what he or she h
always believed about the Primary Axiom. In my opinion, this book deserves to be read

every professional biologist and biology teacher in the world. To me it has the potential
changing the outlook of the academic world in a profound way.
Dr. John Baumgardner is an expert in complex numerical simulations, and has worked for 20 years in
Theoretical Division of the Los Alamos National Laboratory. He has a PhD in geophysics from UCLA, and i
has an MS degree in electrical engineering from Princeton.

"Dr. Sanford is a highly qualified geneticist from a major university. He has written a ti

mendous book detailing compelling new genetic evidence that the human genome is de
riorating, and that it has always been deteriorating - ever since its origin. The profou

implications of these findings should be obvious to any thoughtful person. I believe tl

easy-to-read and wonderfully convincing little volume should be a must-read for concern
people everywhere."

Dr Henry Morris. President Emeritus - ICR. Well known author of "The Long War Against God", and appn
mately 70 other books.

"I strongly recommend John Sanford's Mystery of the Genome, which provides a lucid a
bold account of how the human genome is deteriorating, due to the accumulation of mu
tions. This situation has disturbing implications for mankind's future, as well as surprisi
implications concerning mankind's past."
Professor Phillip Johnson (Emeritus Law Professor, UC-Berkeley: Law Clerk of Chief Justice Earl Warren of
US Supreme Court: author of "Darwin on Trial' and "Reason in the Balance").
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